
Wall Mountable CD Player

Read Me
Before Use

MODEL:KC-809
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Warning / Reminder:   Aftersales Service Contact

  4-Steps Quick Instruction             

1. Remove the paper CD
    and  put a correct CD 
    dics.

2.  Insert the USB power cable
     into the 5V2A adaptor and 
     plug into power outlet AC 
     110-240V

3、Pull the pulling cable 
     switch to power on,it 
     will read CD automatically.

4、Remove the insulating 
     film on the battery drawer
     before remote it.

1.  The power supply input adaptor to CD player must be 5V 
     1.5-2.0A.
2.  Put a CD to avoid dust in condition of long time non-use.
3.  Do not use cracked or damaged CD.
4.  Do not touch the laser by hand.
5.  The CD player can not be powered-on by the remote.You 
     have to pull the pulling-cord-switch before using remote.

Email：UK: xinjinweidianzi_eu@hotmail.com
            US: xinjinweidianzi_us@hotmail.com

( Remember to mention the order # )
  You will be responsed within 12hrs
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Packing List

CD player & Paper Disc Cover          Remote        Desk Stand           5V2A USB adaptor

        Wall Mount Plate 3.5mm male-to-male Cable Wall Mount Kit       Manual
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Structure and buttons 
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Short press for NEXT / PREV
Long press for forward / backward

BT

Play / Pause

CD Mode
Loop select key：
Repeat one/All/Random/Off

A-B repeat

AUX

  Standby
NOT a power key to power on/off

Volume +/-

USB Mode

Number keys

Remote
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infrared transmitter
（not a light）

FM Mode / Search

Stop

Sleep timer



CD Mode
Two ways to shift into CD mode：

                           ① Press MODE until it shifts to CD mode       

  ② Press CD key on remote to shift into CD mode 

● Put a correct CD and pull the power switch,it will read and play CD 
   automatically after power on.
● CD player will shift into FM radio mode automatically after power 
   on if the CD is not readable 
● It supports forward/ backward & A-B repeat .You can select tracks 
   by the digital buttons on remote
● When CD player is power on ,it plays the same track which was 
   playing when last time power off
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BT Mode     Two methods to shift into BT Mode：

                ① Press MODE to shift to BT mode        

        ② Press the BT key on remote

   Search the BT and pair with KECAG

 ● BT list name ”KECAG”
 ● When the CD player pairs with any BT enabled
   devices.It works the same theory as other BT 
   speakers.It receives BT from other devices but 
   not transmit BT to any other BT earphone
   / speaker
 ● The remote is able to control volume and NEXT/ 
    PREV in BT working status
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FM Radio                Two methods to shift into FM mode：

         ① Press the MODE button to shift from CD to FM mode      

                            ② Press the FM key on remote

Full auto search / semi-auto search
●Full auto search：Under FM working mode，short press the FM key to start full-auto 
   search，wait for a short time to complete the auto search and the searched channels
   will be saved into the number buttons.then you can press number keys on remote to 
   play the related chanels.
●Semi-auto search: Under FM working mode，Long press  NEXT/PREV key and release
   finger until the player become mute and it will automatically shift into the next/prev
   FM channel. Each time it searches only one channel and you can save this current 
   track onto any number by long pressing the related number key on remote 
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AUX Mode

Two method to shift into AUX：
                                ① Press MODE to shift to AUX mode 
         ② Press the AUX key on remote  

Mobile

Tablet

Computer

connect external device with CD player via its 3.5mm audio
 cable and then shift CD player into AUX mode

● Under the AUX mode. the CD player works as a wired 
speaker
● It can be used as a PC speaker in this mode.

audio singnal from external into CD player
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   USB/SD Mode、A-B repeat        Two methods to shift into USB mode：
                   ① Insert a USB drive in power-on condition and it will shift 
            into USB reading automatically .      
                               
                                           ②  Press USB/SD key on the remote 
                                                 to shift into USB mode 

Audio Output

●Insert USB drive while power-on,CD player shifts 
into USB reading automatically
●Under USB mode,you can operate by remote 
control.
●Under USB mode. you can operate A-B repeat

First insert an USB drive into USB port
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A-B repeat：
In CD/USB/SD mode,press the A-B key twice to repeat the content 
between two presses and it will play this content all the time until
press A-B key again to stop

● Under CD/USB/SD mode.its built-in 
speakers stop working automatically when 
you insert a 3.5mm audio cable.its audio 
singnal output from CD player to external 

audio singnal from CD player to external  



CD Mode

USB Mode

SD Mode

BT Mode

FM Radio

AUX

LED display &  LED light
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LED screen
Shows playing mode 

and playing time

Multi color LED light
Shows a related color in 
different working modes.
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Use the clock key on the remote to set the 
sleep timer.

A clock icon comes out on the display while the 
sleep timer is activated

Setting:
● time set range: 30 - 180 minutes.
● the sleep timer is activated by pressing the clock key once and it sets starting with 30 mins
● it adds 30 mins by each press which shows on the display when you are setting, the sleep 
   timer can be set maximum 180 mins.then press one more time to turn off the sleep timer.
● set a time and the player starts to count down until it become standby automatically in the 
   end

   Sleep timer operation
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Specifications & Troubleshooting Specifications:
1.  CD format support: CD,CD-R,CD-RW,MP3,WMA
2.  FM Radio Range: 87.5KHz-108.0MHz
3.  BT version 4.2
4.  Speaker: 45mm X 2
5.  Rated impedance: 4Ω
6.  Speaker output: 3W x 2
7.  Power supply: AC110-240V, 50KHz/60Hz
8.  Power/Switch cable length: 2.5m
9.  Dimension of main unit/package: 189mm*189mm*37mm
10. Net weight/Gross weight: 540g/900g
11. Color: white/blue/pink/black

Trouble shooting:
● Remote control does not work
Make sure you’ve already removed the battery insulating sheet on the remote
control battery drawer.
Make sure the remote control aim at the suitable place : close to the pull switch
area on the player
Make sure the distance between remote control and the CD palyer is within 6
meters.
Check if the batteries inside the remote control is dead.
ATTENTION:Remote is not able to power the player on/off instead of pulling the power switch.

● The CD player does not work
a. Check the power supply is connected successfully. If you are not using its
attached USB adaptor please make sure the power is standard 5V/1.5-2.0A.
b. If the player works under a situation with large temperature difference, the
laser head may covered with mist and cause trouble. Please put aside the CD player for 1 hour
until it become dry, then turn on the power and try to play CD again

● CD function does not work
Check if the format of your disc is the suitable one or check if your disc is old or
broken. And make sure the disc is placed correctly.
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Wall Mount

①-1 use three nail to fix the plate on the wall

TWO steps to mount on the wall

①-2 use four screws to fix it if the 
     first method is not firm enough.

② fix the CD player onto the plate 

  One step to mount it on the desk
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        THANKS FOR READING                                                  

Dear customers,

Thank you so much for your purchase! Jimwey, aims to provide you 
with the best products and the most responsible after-sale service. 
Offer you a happy purchase experience is our struggling goal.

Jimwey CD Player a good choice as a gift for kids and elders.If you 
have any question during use the CD player, please feel free to 
contact us, we will respond you within 24 hours and do our best to 
solve the problem.

Best Regards,
Jimwey Shop


